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Abstra t

We present a lter-and-rene method to speed up nearest neighbor sear hes

with the Kullba k-Leibler divergen e for multivariate Gaussians. This

ombination of

features and similarity estimation is of spe ial interest in the eld of automati
re ommendation as it is widely used to

ompute musi

ve torial features and a non-metri divergen e make using it with large
as standard indexing algorithms

musi

similarity. However, the nonorpora di ult,

an not be used.

This paper proposes a method for fast nearest neighbor retrieval in large databases
whi h relies on the above approa h. In its

ore the method res ales the divergen e and

uses a modied FastMap implementation to speed up nearest-neighbor queries. Overall
the method a

elerates the sear h for similar musi

yields high re all values of

Keywords

Audio

·

95 − 99%

Indexing

·

Musi

pie es by a fa tor of

10 − 30

and

ompared to a standard linear sear h.
Re ommendation

1 Introdu tion
Today an unpre edented amount of musi
Apple iTunes musi

is available on-line. As of January 2010, the

store alone lists more than 11 million songs in its

atalog. Other
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on-line musi
With the

stores like Amazon MP3 oer a 9 million song

atalog numbers

atalog to

hoose from.

onstantly rea hing re ord highs, the need for intelligent

musi

sear h algorithms that provide new ways to dis over, navigate and re ommend

musi

is

riti al.

Automati
ti

musi

ontent-based musi re ommendation systems usually operate with a ous-

similarity algorithms and work as a query-by-example system: (1) the user

sele ts a song she/he likes, (2) the system sear hes its databases for similar songs, (3)
a

ording to the similarity measure the

n-nearest

neighbors are returned to the user as

possible re ommendations. This setup denes the very basi

s enario this paper aims

to address.
But to use musi

re ommendation algorithms on these large databases, the sear h

strategy usually needs to be adjusted to s ale. General approa hes to sear h high
dimensional data utilize Binary spa e partitioning (BSP) trees, like Kd-Trees [4℄ or
Vantage-Point Trees [32℄. These work well for moderately high-dimensional features
using

ommon metri s. For very high-dimensional data Lo ality Sensitive Hashing

(LSH, [1℄) should be used as the afore mentioned algorithms are likely to perform
worse or equal than a linear s an with very high dimensional data ( urse of dimensionality, [5℄). LSH is an approximate nearest neighbor retrieval algorithm for the
metri

spa es

a probabilisti

L1

and

L2 ,

it s ales sub-linearly in the number of items and

guarantee on a

divergen es if the features
A

ommon method to

omes with

ura y. It is possible to use LSH for other non-metri

an be embedded in the
ompute a ousti

musi

L1,2

spa es.

similarity uses timbre features rep-

resented as multivariate Gaussian distributions ( f. [22℄, [24℄ or [27℄). Similarity is
omputed using the non-metri

Kullba k-Leibler (and related) divergen es dened for

Gaussian distributions.
Although this method for automati

a ousti

musi

similarity is shown to have

weaknesses [20℄, still systems using it are

urrently seen as the de-fa to state of the art

as they ranked rst in the last four Musi

Information Retrieval Evaluation Ex hange

1

(MIREX , [12℄) evaluations for
yearly

Audio Musi Similarity and Retrieval 2 .

ommunity-based framework for the formal evaluation of Musi

MIREX is a
Information

Retrieval (MIR) systems and algorithms.
The high ranks in the listening tests and evaluations make the method a tempting
and

hallenging target for broad usage in real appli ations.

1.1 Contributions
The



ontributions of this paper are four-fold:

First, we present a lter-and-rene method based on FastMap whi h allows qui k
musi

similarity query pro essing. It is designed to work with very large musi

databases whi h use Gaussian timbre models and the symmetri



divergen e as musi

Kullba k-Leibler

similarity measure.

Se ond, we show how a res aling of the divergen e values and a new FastMap pivot
obje t sele tion heuristi

substantially in rease the nearest neighbor re all of the

algorithm.

1 http://www.musi -ir.org/mirexwiki/
2 See http://www.musi -ir.org/mirex/200{6,7,8,9} for detailed results.
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Third, we show how to use the proposed method with re ent musi
measures whi h linearly



similarity

ombine the Kullba k-Leibler divergen e with rhythmi

similarity measures.
Finally, we present an implementation of a musi
the proposed te hniques whi h handles a

2.5

re ommendation system using

million tra ks evaluation

olle tion in

a very e ient way.

2 Related Work
S alable musi

re ommendation systems are already the subje t of a number of pub-

li ations. The rst
le tions (over
musi

ontent-based musi

200 000

re ommendation system working on large

songs) was published by Cano et al. [9℄ in

2005.

ol-

They present a

re ommendation system relying on a diverse range of audio features in luding

rhythmi

as well as timbre parameters. Together these features form a musi

similarity

feature ve tor. They do not report on spe ial indexing te hniques.
In

2007

Cai et al. [7℄ presented a musi

s ale their a ousti

30

musi

re ommendation system whi h uses LSH to

similarity algorithm. A single song is represented by about

high-dimensional ve tors. Those are obtained using te hniques from ngerprinting

algorithms [6℄. Their musi

similarity algorithm is evaluated using a ground truth of

twenty playlists but is never
an average query time of

2.5

ompared with other established methods. They report
se onds on a

olle tion of about

100 000

rather high, as the LSH index needs to be sear hed multiple times to

tra ks, whi h is

ompute similarity

using their method.
Rafailidis et al. [28℄ propose to embed the audio similarity spa e into a lowdimensional Eu lidean spa e. To do so they adopt non-linear dimensionality redu tion
te hniques, and use multidimensional indexing stru tures to redu e query times.
Casey and Slaney [10℄ des ribe a large s ale system to s an

olle tions for possible

derivate work. They represent their song features as high dimensional ve tors and use,
like Cai et al. [7℄, LSH to s ale their system. Although their system was not designed
for musi

re ommendation, it shows how LSH

an be ee tively applied to build large

s ale MIR systems.
Roy et al. [29℄ were the rst to present a musi

re ommendation system whi h

ould

be used for large databases using Gaussian timbre features. They use a Monte-Carlo
approximation of the Kullba k-Leibler (KL) divergen e to measure musi

similarity.

In prin iple, their method also resembles a lter-and-rene method similar to the one
proposed here. To pre-lter their results, they steadily in rease the sampling rate of
the Monte-Carlo approximation. As the divergen e values
redu e the number of possible nearest neighbors. In
the KL divergen e, whi h is used in re ent musi
far more expensive to

onverge they are able to

omparison to the

ompute and yields worse results [23℄.

Another method to better

ope with multivariate Gaussian timbre models was

proposed in a publi ation by Levy and Sandler [21℄ a year later in
to use Gaussians with a diagonal
musi

losed form of

similarity algorithms, this method is

2006.

They propose

ovarian e matrix, instead of a full one to

similarity. They report a ten-fold speedup

ompute

ompared to the full Kullba k Leibler

divergen e. However, the quality of this simpler similarity measure is degraded resulting
in worse genre

lassi ation rates.

With mun. om there also exists a rst
mendation servi e that

omputes a ousti

ommer ial

ontent-based musi

re om-

audio similarities for a very large database

4
of musi

2009).

(6 million tra ks as of April

3

Their website gives no information on how

their servi e works .
Besides these approa hes to build large s ale musi
number of general methods from the

re ommendation systems, a

lass of distan e based indexing methods are

relevant for indexing the Gaussian features. These methods usually just require a dissimilarity fun tion. A member of this
build a tree stru ture that

lass are Vantage-Point (VP) Trees [32℄, whi h

an be sear hed e iently, but require a metri distan e mea-

sure. Another interesting and novel distan e-based indexing method, Distan e-Based
Hashing (DBH), was presented in

2008

by Athitsos et al. [3℄. They use FastMap to

randomly embed arbitrary features in the Eu lidean Spa e and use LSH to index that
mapping. As the ee tiveness of this method depends on the quality of the mapping
FastMap produ es, the ndings of our paper

ould be

ombined with DBH to omit the

linear s an in the lter step of the method presented here.
The idea of using FastMap-related te hniques for
metri

omputationally heavy, non-

similarity measures and nearest neighbor retrieval was already demonstrated

by Athitsos at al. [2℄ in 2004 to speed up

lassi ation of handwritten digits. In MIR

resear h, FastMap was also already used by Cano et al. [8℄ to map the high dimensional
musi

timbre similarity spa e into a 2-dimensional spa e for visualization purposes.

Finally, we like to mention an approa h to deal with high dimensional statisti al
distan e measures pursued by Gar ia [18℄. He uses modern graphi s pro essors (GPUs)
to

ompute the divergen es, as they oer very high oating-point performan e and

parallelism. Gar ia shows how a linear brute for e nearest neighbor s an be a
on a GPU by a fa tor of about 40,

elerated

ompared to a plain C implementation on a standard

CPU.

3 Preliminaries
3.1 Data
Throughout this paper we use a

olle tion of

2.5

million songs to evaluate the per-

forman e and show the pra ti al feasibility of our approa h. The
onsist of

30

2.5

million tra ks

se ond snippets of songs. The tra ks are assigned one or more of

si al genres and were gathered by

rawling through an online musi

22

mu-

store oering free

audio previews. The database is representative of musi

that is listened to in the west-

ern hemisphere. More in-depth information about this

olle tion is presented in [17℄,

where a random subsample of the

olle tion was used and evaluated.

3.2 Similarity
We extra t timbre features from the snippets and

ompute a single Gaussian timbre

representation using the method proposed by Mandel & Ellis [22℄.
We

ompute

25

Mel Frequen y Cepstrum Coe ients (MFCCs) for ea h audio

x nally onsists of a 25-dimensional
Σ . For performan e reasons we also
−1
matrix Σ
.

frame ( f. [27℄), so that a Gaussian timbre model
mean ve tor

µ,

and a

25 × 25

ovarian e matrix

pre ompute and store the inverted

ovarian e

3 http://www.mun. om/us/faq.html
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To

timbre similarity we use the symmetrized variant (SKL)

ompute a ousti

of the Kullba k-Leibler divergen e (KL, [26℄). The Kullba k-Leibler divergen e is an
asymmetri

information theoreti

divergen e measure. It is a measure of dieren e

D-dimensional, multivariate normal
x1 ∼ N (µ1 , Σ1 ) and x2 ∼ N (µ2 , Σ2 ) the losed form Kullba k-Leibler
(KL) and the symmetrized variant (SKL) are given by:

between two probability distributions. For two
distributions
divergen e



1
KL(x1 , x2 ) =
log
2



|Σ 2 |
|Σ 1 |



+ tr(Σ −1
2 Σ 1 ) − (µ2

SKL(x1 , x2 ) =

− µ1 )

T

Σ −1
2 (µ1

1
1
KL(x1 , x2 ) + KL(x2 , x1 ).
2
2

A query for similar songs is pro essed in a linear s an by
between the Gaussian

x1

− µ2 ) − D



(1)

(2)
omputing the

SKL

of the seed song and all other songs in the database. The

songs with the lowest divergen e to the seed song are its nearest neighbors and possible
re ommendations.

3.3 Nearest neighbor re all
To

ompare the ee tiveness of the nearest neighbor retrieval variants evaluated, we

use what we

NN ) re

all nearest neighbor (

all. We dene it as the ratio of true nearest

neighbors found by some algorithm (N Nf ound ) to the real number of true nearest
neighbors (N Ntrue ) as

omputed by an exhaustive sear h.

recall =

|N Nf ound ∩ N Ntrue |
|N Ntrue |

(3)

4 The Method
To build our lter-and-rene method for fast similarity queries we use an adapted version of FastMap [14℄, a Multidimensional S aling (MDS) te hnique. MDS [11℄ is a widely
used method for visualizing high-dimensional data. FastMap takes the distan e matrix
of a set of items as input and maps the data to ve tors in an arbitrary-dimensional Eulidean spa e. It was developed in the mid 90s and was sin e then extended in various
ways like BoostMap [2℄ or Metri Map [31℄. These extensions were designed to improve
the quality of the mapping of the obje ts. For our purposes, the original FastMap
algorithm produ es ex ellent results.
FastMap is straightforward to use even for large databases sin e it only needs a low
and

onstant number of rows of the similarity matrix to

ompute the ve tor mapping.

However, FastMap requires the distan es to adhere to metri

properties.

4.1 Original FastMap
The original FastMap [14℄ algorithm uses a simple mapping formula (Equation 4) to
ompute a

k-dimensional

proje tion of obje ts into the Eu lidean ve tor spa e.

6
The dimension

k

is arbitrary and

sions yield a more a

k-dimensional

To proje t obje ts into a
from the

an be

hosen as required. Usually higher dimen-

urate mapping of the original similarity spa e.
Eu lidean ve tor spa e,

to sele t those pivot obje ts: for ea h dimension (j

xr

= 1..k),

(1)

D()

and sele t it as the rst pivot obje t

the se ond pivot obje t
After the
is

pivot obje ts

hoose a random obje t

from the database, (2) sear h for the most distant obje t of

distan e measure

x

2k

olle tion are sele ted. The original algorithm uses a simple random heuristi

2k

xj,2

is the obje t most distant to

xj,1

xj,1

xr

using the original

for the dimension, (3)

in the original spa e.

pivot obje ts have been sele ted, the ve tor representation of an obje t

omputed by

al ulating

Fj (x) =

Fj (x)

for ea h dimension (j

= 1..k):

D(x, xj,1 )2 + D(xj,1 , xj,2 )2 − D(x, xj,2 )2
2D(xj,1 , xj,2 )

This method depends on metri

properties of

D

(4)

to produ e meaningful mappings.

However, it has been noted that FastMap works surprisingly well also for non-metri
divergen e measures [2℄.
FastMap only requires a distan e fun tion
ve tor mapping. Therefore it

SKL as
SKL is not

D

and pivot obje ts to

ompute the

an be instantly applied to map the Gaussian timbre

models with the

the distan e fun tion to the Eu lidean ve tors (ignoring the

fa t that the

metri ).

4.2 A Filter-And-Rene Method using FastMap
To use FastMap to qui kly pro ess musi
Gaussian timbre models to

re ommendation queries, we initially map the

k-dimensional ve

tors. In a two step lter-and-rene pro ess

we then use those ve tors as a pre-lter: given a query obje t we rst

lter

the whole

olle tion in the ve tor spa e (with the squared Eu lidean distan e) to return a number

lter-size )

(

of possible nearest neighbors. We then

exa t

SKL

SKL

to rene the results, the

parameter
The

on the

lter-size

rene

the result by

omputing the

andidate subset to return the nearest neighbors. By using the
orre t nearest neighbor ranking is ensured. We set the

to a fra tion of the whole

omplexity of a single

SKL

olle tion.

omparison is mu h higher than a simple ve tor

omparison, so using the squared Eu lidean distan e to pre-lter the data results in
large speedups

ompared to a linear s an. Table 1

(in oating point operations, ops) of the

SKL

ompares the

omputational

ost

to the squared Eu lidean distan e

using dierent ve tor dimensions (k ) to pre-lter nearest neighbor

d2

andidates.

Unfortunately, as we show in the next se tion (4.3), applying FastMap to the problem without any modi ations yields very poor results.

4.3 Modi ations
In our implementation we have in luded two important modi ations whi h improve
the quality of FastMap mappings for nearest neighbor retrieval. The modi ations are
entered around two thoughts: (1) a metri

divergen e measure would produ e better

ve tor mappings, and (2) a more spe ialized heuristi

for pivot obje t sele tion

produ e better mappings espe ially for the near neighbors, whi h are at the
our interest.

ould

enter of

7
Divergen e

ops

ops /ops SKL

SKL, mf cc = 25

3 552

1

d2 , k

60

0.017

d2 , k = 40

= 20

120

0.034

d2 , k = 60

180

0.051

Table 1

The omputational omplexity (in oating point operations, ops) of omputing the squared
Eu lidean distan e (d2 ) is, even for high mapping dimensions like k = 60, mu h lower than
the ost of omputing a single SKL omparison. To ompute the squared Eu lidean distan e
between two k dimensional ve tors 3k ops are required, whereas omputing the SKL between
two m-dimensional Gaussian distributions requires 12 (11m2 + 9m + 4) ops (= 3 552 ops for
the SKL between two 25-dimensional Gaussians). The SKL is omputed using an optimized
implementation [30℄.

4.3.1 Res aling
The

SKL

already has the important metri

properties of being symmetri

and non-

negative, but fails to fulll the triangle inequality. We try to orre t this by res aling the

SKL.

The

SKL (Equation 2) is very similar to the Jensen-Shannon Divergen

Equation 5), another symmetrized and smoothed (but very expensive to

e (JSD ,
ompute)

version of the Kullba k-Leibler divergen e:

1
1
KL(x1 , x1,2 ) + KL(x2 , x1,2 )
2
2
1
= (x1 + x2 ).
2

JSD(x1 , x2 ) =
x1,2
As the square-root of the
were hoping for similar

xi ∈ X

to a

symmetri

JSD

is proven to be a metri

orre tive ee ts for the

k-dimensional

SKL.

(5)
(6)

divergen e measure [13℄, we
Before mapping the obje ts

ve tor (Equation 4), we propose to res ale the original

Kullba k-Leibler divergen es (SKL) with the square-root:

D(x1 , x2 ) =

p

SKL(x1 , x2 ).

(7)

We have experimentally veried the ee t of res aling on a
sian timbre models (Table 2). The models were
songs from the

2.5

million songs

olle tion of

100 000

Gaus-

omputed using randomly sele ted

olle tion and the triangle inequality was

he ked

for all possible divergen e triples. The table shows that taking the square-root makes
the

SKL

in ludes a

obey the triangle inequality in more than
omparison of other

99%

of the

ommon ways to res ale the

ases. The table also

SKL

using

eλSKL()

(see

[24℄ or [22℄).

4.3.2 Pivot Obje t Sele tion
To sele t the pivot obje ts needed to map an obje t

x

to a ve tor spa e, the original

algorithm uses two obje ts for ea h dimension whi h lie as far away from ea h other as
possible (see Se tion 4.1). In

ontrast to the original heuristi

we propose to sele t the

pivot obje ts using an adapted strategy: (1) rst we randomly sele t an obje t

xr

and

8
Divergen e

% triangle inequality
91.57%

SKL()
1−

eλSKL() , λ

=

1 − eλSKL() , λ =

p

1
− 100
1
− 50

SKL()

93.71%
95.60%
99.32%

Table 2

Per entage of Gaussian obje t triples fullling the triangle inequality (D(x, z) ≤ D(x, y) +
D(y, z)) with and without res aling. The triangle inequality was he ked for all possible triples
in a olle tion of 100 000 randomly sele ted Gaussian timbre models.
1
0.95
0.9
Nearest Neighbor Recall

0.85
0.8
0.75
0.7
0.65
0.6
0.55

A, Median, none
B, Basic, none
C, Median, √x

0.5

D, Median, e−1/100 x

0.45

E, Median, e−1/50 x

0.4
1

10

100
Nearest Neighbors

200

500

Nearest neighbor (NN) re all of two pivot obje t sele tion methods (median : the
proposed pivot obje t sele tion heuristi , basi : the original√
Fastmap heuristi ) in ombination
with three divergen e res aling methods (no-res aling, eλx , x). NN re all is averaged over ve
independent evaluation runs (10 000 queries per run), ea h time using a new random olle tion.
Parameters: k = 40, lter-size = 10%, olle tion size= 100 000.

Fig. 1

x1
i = ⌊N/2⌋

ompute the distan e to all other obje ts; (2) we then sele t the rst pivot obje t
to be the obje t lying at the distan e median, i.e. the obje t at the index
on the sorted list of divergen es; (3) likewise, the se ond pivot obje t
be the obje t with the distan e median of all divergen es from

x1

x2

is sele ted to

to all other obje ts.

By using pivot obje ts at the median distan e we avoid using obje ts with extremely high divergen e values whi h often o
the

SKL. Sin

ur in the divergen e tails when using

e we are parti ularly interested in optimally mapping the near neighbors

and not the whole divergen e spa e, this strategy should also help in preserving the
neighborhoods.

4.3.3 Improvements
Finally, we measure how these modi ations improve the lter-and-rene method by
experimentally

omputing the nearest neighbor (NN) re all of ea h

hange on a

100 000

9
songs

olle tion. Figure 1 shows the result of the experiment. A huge improvement in

the nearest neighbor re all
obje t sele tion heuristi

an be seen for all strategies whi h use the median pivot

A, C, D, E )

(

re all. The suggested strategy (

C)

B ).

ompared to the original FastMap heuristi

The gure also shows that res aling the

SKL

(

values helps to further in rease the NN

using the median pivot obje t sele tion strategy

together with square-root-res aling gives the best results.

5 Combined Musi Similarity Measures
Besides using single Gaussian timbre models and the

SKL

similarity, re ent approa hes enhan e the quality of a musi
ing multiple similarity

to

ompute a ousti

omponents. For example Pampalk [24℄ and Pohle [27℄

the single Gaussian timbre models with rhythmi

musi

similarity measure by mix-

stru tures to better

ombine

apture more

aspe ts of similarity.
In this se tion we want to show the appli ability of the previously proposed method
to a similarity measure whi h linearly

ombines the

SKL

with rhythmi

similarity

using Flu tuation Patterns (FPs) [25℄. Flu tuation Patterns des ribe the amplitude
modulation of the loudness per frequen y band. We
outlined in [24℄ to

ompute the FPs: (1)

segments, (2) using a FFT to

0 − 10Hz)

(range

losely follow the implementation

utting a MFCC spe trogram into three se ond

ompute amplitude modulation frequen ies of loudness

for ea h segment and frequen y band, (3) weighting the modulation

frequen ies based on a model of per eived u tuation strength, (4) applying lters to
emphasize
bands a

12

riti al bands of the Bark s ale [15℄) times

frequen ies, ranging from
FPs

xi

12 (frequen y
30 (modulation

ertain patterns and smooth the result. The resulting FP is a

ording to

and

xj

is

0

to

10Hz)

matrix for ea h song. The distan e between two

omputed as the Eu lidean distan e (ED ):

v
u 12 30 
2
uX X k,l
x − xk,l
ED(xi , xj ) = t
i

(8)

j

k=1 l=1

To linearly

ombine the two similarity measures in a meaningful way, ea h distan e

has to be normalized to unit varian e. To do so we
ea h distan e measure (σ√

SKL

and

σED )

ompute the standard deviation for

on an independent test

olle tion. The nal

ombined similarity measure is dened as:

SKL&ED(x1 , x2 ) = 0.7
The weights of the

p

SKL(x1 , x2 )
ED(x1 , x2 )
+ 0.3
σ√SKL
σED

ombined measure (0.7 for the timbre- and

omponent) were taken from [24℄. In a genre
the
musi

for the rhythmi -

lassi ation experiment we show that

ombined measure indeed performs better (see Table 3,
A genre

0.3

(9)

olumn:

Combined ).

lassi ation experiment is a standard evaluation to test the quality of a

re ommendation algorithm. It assumes that ea h song in a musi

labeled with a genre. A nearest neighbor
lassi ation a

ura y, the ratio of

lassier is then used to

orre tly

olle tion is

ompute the genre

lassied tra ks to the total number of

tra ks. In ea h query we ex lude songs from the same artist, as this leads to overly
optimisti

genre

lassi ation results (see [16℄ for a dis ussion).
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To quantify the ee ts, we have done nearest neighbor

lassi ation experiments

with and without the lter and rene method using six dierent
in-house

4

olle tions and three publi

le tion , the

Homburg

datasets: the

Ismir 2004

olle tion [19℄ and the Ballroom

the results. It appears that the de rease due to the
si ation a
about

0.5%

Musi

3.5%

ura y de reases only by about
for the two small

genre

0.1%

olle tions (three

Magnatune musi

5

F &R

method is negligible. Clas-

for the two large

olle tions and by

olle tions.

lassi ation a

ura y in reases in all four tested

olle tions by up to

ompared to the results of the previous evaluation using only the

similarity measure (Table 3,

ol-

olle tion . Table 3 summarizes

olumn:

Single Gaussian ).

Single Gaussian

SKL

as the

Combined

Collection, size

Genres

F&R

Full S an

F&R

Full S an

#1, N = 16 781

21

30.17%

30.28%

31.21%

31.29%

#2, N = 9 369

16

28.55%

28.66%

31.97%

32.10%

#3, N = 2 527

22

28.27%

28.78%

31.16%

31.04%

Ismir 2004, N = 729

6

64.47%

64.88%

65.57%

65.57%

Ballroom, N = 698

8

53.86%

53.43%

55.73%

55.73%

Homburg, N = 1851

9

42.84%

42.78%

43.27%

43.21%

Table 3

1-NN genre lassi ation experiment results (with artist lter) on six dierent olle tions.
The table ompares the genre lassi ation a ura y of the lter-and-rene (F&R) approa h
presented in this paper with a full exa t linear s an using two dierent similarity measures (the
Combined /improved features and the standard Single Gaussian features). It an be seen that
the F&R approa h yields the same results as the full s an. Parameters for the F&R method:
k = 40, lter-size = 5%

5.1 Filter-And-Rene

The proposed F&R method an be applied to the ombined similarity measure

SKL&ED

without any modi ations. We use the previously introdu ed median pivot obje t sele tion strategy to sele t good pivot obje ts for FastMap using the afore mentioned

SKL in
SKL - and thus the

ombined similarity measure. Additionally, we use a res aled variant of the
the linear

SKL&ED

ombination (Equation 9) to in rease the ases where the

- behaves like a metri . This property is dis ussed in the next paragraphs.

The triangle inequality is dened between the distan es of three points:

D(x, y)+D(y, z). It is a basi
also holds for any linear

D(x, z) ≤

property of every metri distan e measure. This inequality

ombination of two metri

distan e measures

4 http://ismir2004.ismir.net/genre_ ontest/index.htm
5 http://mtg.upf.edu/ismir2004/ ontest/rhythmContest/

D1

and

D2 :

11

α1 D1 (x, z) + α2 D2 (x, z) ≤ α1 (D1 (x, y) + D1 (y, z))

(10)

+ α2 (D2 (x, y) + D2 (y, z)).
Therefore a linear
(i.e. Eu lidean)

ombination of a non-metri

(i.e.

SKL)

does. Sin e we have experimentally shown that res aling the
root makes the divergen e almost metri , the linear
and should deliver
In a genre

and a metri

distan e

ould only violate the triangle inequality where the non-metri measure

SKL by taking the square

ombination inherits this property

omparable results with FastMap.

lassi ation experiment (see Table 3,

that the F&R approa h indeed works well with the
in Table 3 ( olumn:

Single Gaussian )

it

olumn:

Combined )

we

onrm

ombined similarity measure. Like

an be seen that the genre

lassi ation a -

ura y de reases only very little with the F&R method (0.1%); in one

olle tion the

approximative method even returns better results than a full exa t sear h.
We on lude that the ombined similarity measure

SKL&ED

an be used alongside

the proposed lter-and-rene method, improving the quality of the musi

re ommen-

dations.

6 Implementation
The implementation of the lter-and-rene musi re ommendation engine is straightforward: in an initial step the whole

olle tion is prepro essed with the proposed mapping

method, transforming the database obje ts into a
a linear pro ess sin e only

2k

k-dimensional

ve tor spa e. This is

pivot obje ts have to be sele ted and ea h obje t in the

database is mapped to a ve tor on e, using Equation 4. Our implementation saves the
pivot obje ts for ea h dimension and the ve tor mappings to disk. This allows fast
restarting of the system and easy pro essing of new obje ts.
To query for similar obje ts we use the previously des ribed lter-and-rene method,

lter-size, a per

ltering out a predened number (
est neighbor
exa t

entage of the

olle tion size) of near-

andidates using the ve tor representation and rening the result with the

SKL.

This outlines the general method we propose, but obviously two parameters whi h
have a huge impa t on the retrieval quality (nearest neighbor (NN) re all) and the
query speed have not been dis ussed yet: the number of ve tor dimensions

lter-size.

k

and the

6.1 Re all and Speed
It is obvious that a larger
omputational
a

lter-size

osts. Likewise, a higher

results in better NN re all values but higher

k

used for the ve tor mapping results in a more

urate mapping of the divergen e spa e, but with ea h dimension the

osts to

omputational

ompute the squared Eu lidean distan e in the pre-lter steps are in reased.

Figure 2 evaluates dierent parameter
impa t on nearest neighbor re all and
diagram was

ompiled using a

ombinations of

omputational

olle tion of

100 000

k

and

lter-size

and their

ost (and thus query speed). The

Gaussian timbre models. It shows

the 10-NN retrieval re all and query speed ( omputational

ost in terms of ops).
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Plot relating the nearest neighbor re all and the oating point operations resulting
from dierent lter-and-rene parameter ombinations to a full linear s an (f lops/f lopsSKL ).
Re all is omputed for the 10 nearest neighbors for dierent parameter ombinations of k and
lter-size in a olle tion of 100 000 songs. The experiment was run 10 times, re all is averaged.
A good ombination (good re all, low omputational ost) would be mapped to the upper left
orner of the plot.
Fig. 2

The gure shows that a parameter
be sele ted to a hieve about

93%

ombination of

10-NN re all. This

k = 20

and

lter-size = 5%

an

ombination would take only 7%

SKL. If a 10-NN re all of 81%
3.5% of the omputational ost
of a linear s an is possible (k = 20 and lter-size = 2%). Almost perfe t 10-NN re all
values (> 98%) an be rea hed when setting lter-size to about 10% of the olle tion
size, whi h still requires only 11% of the time a linear s an would need.
of the query time required by a linear s an with the

is a

eptable a parameter

ombination requiring only

This evaluation shows how to sele t a good parameter

ombination. In Se tion 6.2

we plot a similar diagram (Figure 3) to sele t the best parameters for a
olle tion, a hieving
with a

99%

ombined musi

1-NN,

98%

10-NN and

95%

2.5 million song

100-NN re all on the

olle tion

similarity measure.

6.2 Prototype
To demonstrate the pra ti al feasibility of using the proposed method with very large
musi
musi

databases, we built a prototype musi
olle tion of

2.5

re ommendation system working on a

million songs. The system should be able to answer queries for

the 10 nearest neighbors (10-NN) with high speed and a

ura y

ompared to a full

linear s an. It should be easy to browse and explore.
Before building the prototype system, we rst de ided to use the
omputationally more expensive musi
better musi

similarity measure

SKL&ED

ombined but
as it produ es

re ommendations. We then ran an evaluation to determine the best

lter-

13
1
0.9

Nearest Neighbor Recall

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

Filter−Size:
0.1%
0.4%

0.4

0.6%

0.3

1%
2%

0.2
0.1

5%
8%
10%

0
1

10

100
Nearest Neighbors

200

500

NN re all with dierent lter-sizes evaluated with 25 000 songs on the 2.5 million songs
olle tion using the ombined similarity measure. With a lter-size of 5% one an a hieve 96%
100-NN re all and 98% 10-NN and 99% 1-NN re all. k = 40.
Fig. 3

The prototype web musi -re ommendation system displaying ten re ommendations
omputed on a olle tion of 2.5 million tra ks. The re ommendations listed are the eight
nearest neighbors found by the audio similarity measure for the seed song by the Punkro kerz.

Fig. 4
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Comparison of the time it takes to query a 2.5 million song olle tion for nearest
neighbors using a full s an ompared to a s an using the proposed lter-and-rene method.
A single CPU ore of a standard Intel Core Duo CPU (2.5GHz) was used and all Gaussian
timbre models/Flu tuation Patterns were loaded to RAM.
Fig. 5

size for the
lter-size of
2.5

des ribed use- ase (see Figure 3). In the gure we see that even for a
only

million song

5%,

the true 1-NN and 10-NN are retrieved almost every time on a

olle tion. A

lter-size

of

2%

still returns the true 10-NN in

94%

the

time.
We nally assemble all
and build a simple musi

omponents whi h were gradually introdu ed in this paper

re ommendation web appli ation for the

shows a s reenshot of the appli ation: To get a musi

olle tion. Figure 4

re ommendation a user rst

has to sear h the database for a seed song by using the query text-eld. After the
user has sele ted the desired seed song by

li king it, ten musi

re ommendations are

omputed instantly using the proposed lter-and-rene method. The s reenshot shows
the re ommendations the system returned for the seed song

I Won't Forget You

the

li king the Flash musi

Punkro kerz.

The re ommendations

an be listened to by

player. It is possible to browse the re ommendation system by

by

li king on a suggested

song to make it the seed for a new query.

6.3 Performan e

As high performan e is a key obje tive, we measured the a tual query response times
of the system. Figure 5

size

settings (

ompares the query response times of three dierent

lter-size = 1%, 2%, 5%, 10%, k = 40)

lter-

to a full linear s an using the

SKL&ED. The nal system is apable of answering musi re ommendation queries in
0.34 se onds on a 2.5 million songs olle tion while returning about 94% of the orre t
10 nearest neighbors ompared to a linear s an, whi h takes 10.28 se onds on the same
system.
As the parameter

lter-size

is stati ally set in the web appli ation prototype, the

time taken to answer a query is
use
vary

onstant for every request. Systems deployed for real

ould very easily implement a system-load dependent strategy and dynami ally

lter-size

with the number of

strategy would make the system
onstant speed at the

on urrent pending requests. Implementing that

apable of answering queries under high load with

ost of de reased a

ura y (see Figure 3).
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7 Con lusions
We have des ribed a lter-and-rene method for fast approximate musi
sear h in large

similarity

olle tions. The method is primarily designed for the widely used Gaus-

sian musi timbre features using the symmetri Kullba k-Leibler divergen e to
a ousti

similarity. We show that the method

rithms whi h linearly

ombine multiple musi

similarity measures.

Based on the des ribed method we built a prototype musi
servi e whi h works on a
musi

2.5

re ommendation web

million tra ks. The system is able to answer

similarity queries in about half a se ond on a standard desktop CPU.

By a
musi

olle tion of

ompute

an also be used with more re ent algo-

elerating similarity queries by a fa tor of 10 to 30, we show how a large s ale

re ommendation servi e relying on re ent musi

information retrieval te hniques

ould be operated today.
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